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ABSTRACT 

Recent analyses are reviewed that determine the amplitude structure of 

meson baryon scattering directly from the data. Harari's explanation of 

the "crossover" effect in elastic scattering is introduced, motivating 

the evaluation of a0 and f" exchange amplitudes from the data. Uncer- 

tainties in the analysis of the f" amplitude are detailed, and are noted 

to arise from the uncertainty in the pomeron contribution to elastic scatter- 

ing. Finally, the dual absorptive model (DAM) of Harari is presented and 

compared to data on charge exchange and strangeness exchange reactions. 

Particular emphasis is placed on the comparison of the DAM to the crossed 

reactions 7(p -+K(A,C) and !?p -+fl(A,~). 

(Talk presented at: Canadian Institute of Particle Physics Summer School, 

McGill University, August 28-September 2, 1972) 
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1. Introduction 

With the beginning of experiments in the hundreds of GeV/c region at 

NAL, it would seem an appropriate time to summarize our knowledge of 

scattering 

will focus 

particular 

amplitudes in the few GeV/c momentum region. Our discussion 

on analysis techniques applicable at higher energies, and in 

with the observation by Harari (1) that certain helicity ampli- 

tudes can be simply determined from elastic scattering data. 

Recently there has been a growing interest in the possibility of deter- 

mining the structure of two body helicity amplitudes directly from the 

experimental data. Generally a complete determination of the scattering 

amplitudes in a model independent analysis requires the measurement of the 

differential cross section , polarization and at least some elements of the 

depolarization tensor for that process. (2) This has in fact been done at 

- 6 GeV/c for ?rp scattering, (3) but typically requires a prohibitively 

excessive experimental effort. 

The approach to extract the imaginary part of the s-channel helicity 

nonflip amplitude, Im RnAZO (s,t) suggested by Harari (1) is therefore of parti- 

cular interest due to its simplicity. In Sect. 2 these ideas are reviewed, 

and applied to recent elastic scattering data. (4-6 > The different viewpoints 

on the determination of the f" exchange amplitude (7-N are elaborated and are 

_ found to result from our lack of understanding of the pomeron contribution 

to elastic scattering. The importance of the new data on yp -+ ~$p (12) is 

discussed. This section closes with a brief comment on the relation of 

"peripheral" exchange amplitudes in duality. 
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(13) 
In Sect, 3 the dual absorptive model (DAM) of Harari is introduced, 

and compared to a number of pseudoscaler-meson baryon scattering processes. 

This later work is presented in detail elsewhere 
04) ; the accent in the 

present discussion will be on the crossed pairs of reactions: 

and 

0) 

(2) 

(14-1’) and is A compilation of the data for these reactions has been made, 

related to the predictions of exchange degeneracy. 

Finally, Sect; 4 contains a summary. 

2. Amplitude Review 

(a) The crossover phenomenon. 

In pseudoscaler-meson baryon scattering there are two helicity amplitudes: 

RAAzOb,t), th e s channel nonflip amplitude, 

and RQzl(s,t) , the s channel helicity flip amplitude. 

The differential cross section for K'p elastic scattering can therefore be 

written as: 

($&kp = c ( pnh + Rceven) (odd) Ah t- Rnh I2 
Ah=O,l (3) 

Where Pnh is the pomeron contribution, and Rnh , is the contribution from 
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, 

(%s") Regge exchanges. Since the pomeron dominates the Regge contribution 

in elastic scattering, is predominantly imaginary and s-channel helicity 

(1-7) conserving , Harari notes that Eqn. 3 reduces to the simple form: 

(4) 

In Eqn. 4 Regge squared terms have been neglected, and from duality it is 

assumed that the Regge exchange contribution is predominatly real in the 

exotic K+p channel. The K+p data therefore "isolate~~ the pomeron amplitude, 

and allows the Crossing odd,Regge contribution to be determined directly 

from the data: 

Irn R&O M dt 
(odd> (d”) 

K-P 
- (%I+ 

KP 
(5) 

An example of the data (5) for these reactions is shown in Fig. 1. The K-p 

cross section is seen to be larger than the K"p at t=O, but is equal to 

the $p cross section for -t x 0.2 GeV2. Harari interprets the "crossoverr', 

_ following Eqn. 5, as a zero in the imaginary part of the helicity nonflip 

Regge amplitude in elastic scattering. 

A similar analysis is also applicable to the pp and ip elastic 

scattering data, where the pp channel is exotic. It is interesting to note 

that an analogous effect also occurs in diffraction dissociation data, 

08) where a crossover has been observed in Kp + Qp and Kp -+& data , see Fig. 2, 
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and in the reactions fi+p --) A*p 0-9) 
1' This latter data suggests that Regge 

as well as pomeron contributions are important to the "diffractive" 

production of multiparticle final states. 

(odd) The determination of the helicity amplitude Im RnhZo has been done by 

Davier and Harari (4) at 5 GeV/c, see Fig. 3, and by other groups. (5h) All 

analyses fit the data with the Bessel function form motivated by geometrical- 

optical models: 

yielding results 

parameter of A M 

parameter space: 

Im RnAco(t> z Jo(r fi ) e At (6) 

for the interaction radius of r z 5 GeV -1 and for the slope 

1.0 GeVB2. This analysis can also be considered in impact 

t max 

Im RAAzob) = 
/ 

Im RAAzo(t) Job m -d-t 
0 

(7) 

The distribution at 5 GeV/c in impact parameter space is shown in Fig. 4, 

and is observed to be dominated by peripheral partial waves. Qualitatively 

elastic scattering can be considered to be composed of two parts: the pomeron, 

which is absorptive and is the result of the "shadow" of other processes; 

and the Regge exchange contribution, which is presumably peripheral as a 

- result of the diminished probability for a given scattering process to occur 

for small values of the impact parameter. 

Parenthetically we note that the elastic polarization (9) is given by: 
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allowing another part of the helicity amplitude structure to be determined: 

/even\ 
\ I odd 

Re R*+1 = g(g) + 2 
KP 

Wgf) 
K-P 

An example of such a separation is shown in Fig. 5. The data look remarkably 

like the predictions of simple Regge pole models for A2 and p exchange: 

(10) 

where a(t) M 0.5 + 0.9 t. This observation, plus the fact that Regge and 
iegg$ 

geometrical model predictions for Im Rnhzl are essentially equivalent 

(and in agreement with the data) suggests that: 

similar to the helicity nonflip amplitude (see Eqn. 6). 

(b) The f" amplitude debate. 

In contrast to the relative simplicity of obtaining the helicity 

(odd) amplitude Im Rahzo from the data, see Eqn. 5, the evaluation of the f" 
(even) - amplitude, Im Rahzo , has met with considerable controversy. The analyses 

tend to fall into two camps, the peripheralists and the non-peripheralists. 

We will first review the peripheralists. 
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(i) Gordon, Lai and Paige: This analysis(7) attempts to determine the 

zero structure of the f" amplitude, "f(t)", by considering the combination of elas- 

tic scattering cross sections: 

"f(t)" Z ( g (Xp) + g (XP) 

2s 
ol,(t)-1 $(xp) 

d 
pL‘? 

where Xp, and xp are the particle and antiparticle reactions, and a (t) is P 
the effective "pomeron" trajectory determined from elastic pp data. The 

a -1 
s p in the denominator of Eqn. 12 factors out the energy dependence of 

(12) 

the pure pomeron contribution, pAA= see Eqn. 4, so that this 

contribution can be removed by subtraction at two different energies. This 

technique does yield a zero in the crossing even Regge contribution at 

-t z 0.15 GeV2, but the authors do not discuss the uncertainties in this 

value resulting from their assumptions for the pomeron amplitude. 

(ii) Davier: Davier(8) approaches the problem by assuming a fixed 

model for pomeron and f" amplitudes: 

P B??t 
Ah=0 =iA e 

P 

Im f Ah=0 = Af Jo(rf @) eBft (13) 

The parameters A 
P 

and Af are then determined from total cross section data, 

and take the form: 

$ = 4.82 f 0.14 112 

Af = (5.41 1 0.46) s 
-(0.56 f 0.08) mb jGeV 04) 
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The sum of nfp elastic differential cross sections are then fitted at each 

energy to determine the remaining three parameters. The data are well 

fitted(8) , and yield the results for B , Bf and 
P 

Davier's analysis implies that the pomeron 

and with a rate dependent on energy. A similar 

elastic pp dataj2')- see Fig. 8, which shows the 

at low energies. Perhaps this reveals that the 

rf shown in Fig. 6 and 7. 

diffraction peak shrinks, 

effect is observed in 

largest shrinkage 

pomeron is being "built up" 

from the opening of inelastic channels. Significant changes might there- 

fore be expected in the "pomeron" at low energies. For comparison, Davier (8) 

represents by the shaded region in Fig. 6 the experimental data on K+p 

slopes evaluated in the same t interval, -t < 0.9 GeV2. 

The analysis (8) also suggests that the f" amplitude is peripheral, 

-1 is of approximately constant radius, < r > N 5.2 GeV 
f 

, and shrinks with 

a Regge slope a'- 1.1 Gev -2 . 

One argument against Davier's analysis is that it uses data out to 
3 

momentum transfers of -t M 0.9 Gel?. In this region the pomeron amplitude 

may no longer be represented by a single exponential or may have significant 

real parts or a helicity flip contribution in disagreement with his assump- 

tions, see Eqn. 13. The assumption was also made that the pomeron amplitude 

at t=O was energy independent, see Eqn. 14. Relaxation of these requirements 

was observed to make no significant difference in the results however. (8) 

(iii) Chadwick, Eisenberg and Kogan: This analysis (9) essentially 

duplicates Davier's analysis, but for the reaction yp -+ pop. The data are 

well reproduced by the parameterization: 
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P BPt 
Ah=0 =iA e 

? 

Im f&O = Af Jo(rfF) e 
Bft 

/=== S 

where the energy dependence of the amplitudes has been explicitely 

included (compare with Eqns. 13 and 14), and rf w 1 fm. The results for 

Bf and BP are shown in Fig. 9. This presentation of the results is some- 

what of an overstatement however, since these results were obtained only 

after preliminary energy dependent fits were made, assLh.ng Regge shrinkage 

(B M B. + a' &ns), to determine the best values of Af and A . Nevertheless 
P 

a consistent interpretation of the data is obtained, and the pomeron slope, 

B 
P' 

is observed to agree with the results of Davier (8)(dashed line in 

Fig. 9.) 

(15) 

It is also observed that the pomeron slope obtained from the y p -+ p"p 

G&22) data is in good agreement with the slope of y p -+ $p data, where only 

the pomeron is thought to contribute (23). Interestingly, the most recent 

(12) measurement of the slope for C$ photoproduction by Ritson, Prepost et al. -- 

finds no shrinkage of the forward peak (cx;= -0.03 t 0.13) in the interval 

of photon energies 6 to 19 GeV! This result would contradict 

low energy data on y p-+ $p (22) if it is also true that the pomeron does not 

shrink below 6 C&V. However, the result is not in disagreement with other 

- data in the same energy interval. 

The Ritson-Prepost, et al. (12) data are measured at 12 GeV for -- 

0.2 I -t 2 1.0 GeV2, and at -t=o.6 G-e? for 6 < Ey 2 19 GeV. The results 

of these measurements are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The data at 12 GeV are 

observed to be in agreement with both curves in Fig. 10, although the data at large 
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momentum transfers are not well represented by a single exponential. In 

contrast, the K+p elastic differential cross section, also thought to be 

pomeron dominated, is well represented by a single exponential for 

-t 5 1.0 GeV* and for momenta PLAB 2 5 Gev/c(24). The band of values 

plotted in Fig. 9 represents the spread of slopes for 4 photoproduction con- 

sistent with the two curves in Fig. 10. 

The constant cross section for yp 3 4p at -t = 0.6 GeV*, see Fig. 11, 

implies no shrinkage for this reaction. This result is quite insensitive to 

an energy dependence to the forward cross section. In particular assuming an 

optimistic energy dependence compatible with the apparent growth of the 

K+p total cross section (25) results in an increase in the shrinkage para- 

meter for the yp + $p data to a' z 0.1 GeV 
-2 

. For comparison, in the 
P 

same energy region the pomeron shrinkage in elastic K+p data or from the 
i 

analysis of fl p data by Davier (8) yields a value of atz0.6 GeV -2 . 
P 

Barger and coworkers (10,11) have championed the non-peripheralist 

point of view for the f" exchange amplitude. In particular Barger, Geer, 

and ZaLzen(ll) find that if the pomeron shrinks at a fixed (energy independent) 

rate, then for "IJ ,< 0.4 GeV -2 the Kp and flp elastic scattering data are in- 
(even) consistent with the amplitude Im Rahzo being peripheral, as shown in Fig. 

12. If ";, is in fact energy independent it should be given by asymptotic 

pp scattering data. Choosing the ISR value, 0.15 < CX; < 0.35 GeV -2 (27) , 

- which is also consistent with the Ritson-Prepost yp --f $p result, then implies 

that the f" amplitude is not peripheral. 

The observation of Barger et al (11) that the evaluation of the f" ampli- -- 

tude depends sensitively on the rate of pomeron shrinkage also applies to 

the results of old FESR analyses. (28-30) These analyses typically chose 
-2 

a;5o*5 GeV ' 
and found that the f" amplitude was consistent with having 
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a zero at -t = 0.4 GeV 2 (*9,30) . Such FESR analyses confirm the results 

of Fig. 12, (11) but provide no additional information on the pomeron rate 

of shrinkage. 

In the light of the conflicting evidence we can only summarize the 

situation: 

(i) if the pomeron shrinks slowly a;i0.4), or does not shrink as ( 
suggested by the Ritson-Prepost data, or if o!$ is independent of energy 

so that ISR data can be used, then the f" amplitude is not consistent with 

being peripheral; however 

(ii) if the m-+tip data is incorrect, or does not depict only the 

pomeron contribution, and if the pomeron shrinks with an at dependent on 
P 

energy then the f" amplitude is consistent with being peripheral. 

(c) Duality, EXD and absorbed amplitudes. 

As discussed above, the imaginary parts of the crossing odd Regge 

(odd) exchange amplitudes Im Rnh , are observed to be peripheral 

(absorbed). What then does this imply for duality and EXD (exchange degeneracy)? 

Recently Harari 03) has suggested that for the imaginary parts of the 

scattering amplitudes, duality relates: 

structure 
in low energy < 

s channel 
resonances 

high energy 
> peripheral 

amplitudes 

This conjecture is graphically displayed in Fig. 13 where the first zeros 

in the contribution of prominent s-channel resonances to the s-channel 
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helicity amplitudes occur at approximately fixed value of momentum transfer. 

For nonflip and flip amplitudes these zeros are at -t-O.2 GeV' and -t ,O.? GeV2 

respectively, in agreement with the zeros of high energy peripheral amplitudes 

for r=l f‘m (see Eqns. 6 and 11). 

Two points of view can now be taken: 

(i) Duality and EXD good. Knowledge that the imaginary parts of 

crossing odd exchange amplitudes are peripheral then suggests that even 

exchange amplitudes are also -peripheral. Complete cancellation of the 

imaginary part of the Regge exchange amplitudes for reactions with an exotic 

s-channel can then occur only if the r and A parameters for the peripheral 

amplitudes (see Eqns. 6 and 11) are equal for crossing even and odd exchanges. 

(ii) Duality and EXD broken. In this case the crossing even amplitudes 

are not directly related to the odd amplitudes, and need not be peripheral. 

3. Comparison of the DAM to Charge Exchange and Strangeness Exchange Reactions. 

(a) Introduction 

As discussed in the previous section, the crossing odd Regge exchange 

amplitudes (vector exchanges P,LU 9 and possibly also the crossing even Regge 

exchange amplitudes (tensor exchanges A2, f9 are consistent with having 

peripheral imaginary parts. It was also noted that for the helicity flip 

amplitudes the simple Regge model predictions were in good agreement with 

the data. 

These features of the data are explicitely included in the dual ab- 

sorptive model (DAM) of Harari. 03) The suggested form for the s-channel 
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helicity amplitudes in the DAM in effect summarizes section 2 above: 

Im RAh ,0(t) k (*)Jo(r fibAt 

Re Rnh=O(t) M bfk=om) 

Im RAhzl(t) =(f)Jl(rflkAt 

Re RnA=l(t) w Jl(rfi)eAt tan($ na(t)) 

z Jl(r&%)e*t cot ($ KX(t)) tensor 

This model is observed to be in qualitative agreement with the data. (13) 

For a more detailed comparison to the data Jim Loos and myself choose the 

following parametrical form for the vector exchange amplitudes: 04) 

Im Rv *A =,(s,t) = q+) 
dt> 

J& flk 
9 

0 

(16) 

Re R" nA=O(s't) = g; y ( :)a(') [k + a-v-t + bvt2,eRvt] At tan($ na(0)) 

V 
RA,&,t) = g"l 

dt) 
Avt J,b&$e (tan($ fla(t)) + i) 

and an analogous form for the tensor exchange amplitudes (but with 

tan<--> cot, etc.). The parameters in the model are: 

v v 
go.' g1 

* Bv V' 

a v' bv 

r 

coupling constants 

exponential slope parameters 

polynomial coefficients 

interaction radius 

and we set s 0 = 1 Gev, a(t) = 0.5 + o.gt. The amplitudes are chosen 
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to have Regge energy dependence, and the Regge phase at t = 0. This phase 

choice agrees with the data on KS" regeneration(31) and with the determination 

of the forward ~SN charge exchange amplitudes by H6hler and Strauss. (32) 

The model was compared to the reactions: 

fl p -+ fi'n 

3-c p --+ van 

K+n + K"p 

KP-tffOn 

and the agreement with the data was observed to be good, see Figs. 14, 15 

for example. The resulting p and A2 amplitudes determined from the data are 

shown in Fig. 16. Also shown in this figure are the results of the model 

independent amplitude analysis of Halzen and Michael, (3) shown as the points 

in Fig. 16(a). The two analyses are observed to give a similar description 

for the p amplitude structure. 

The results of the DAM comparisons to the data are: (14) 

(i> assuming approximately equal interaction radii for vector and tensor 

exchanges, r = r 
P *2' 

then the data are consistent with equal slope parameters, 

A N 
P *A2' and with the independence of both r and A on the net helicity flip 

in the reaction: 

Recall that in Sect. 2(c) the simultaneous equality of r and A parameters was 

required for strong exchange degeneracy to be satisfied for peripheral ampli- 

tudes. 
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The slope parameters, A, determined from the present analysis where 

helicity flip amplitudes dominate, can also be compared to the results of 

the amplitude analyses (4-6) described in Sect. 2 that determine the imaginary 

part of the nonflip amplitudes from elastic scattering data. The 'results are 

in agreement with the approximate equalities of Eqn. 18. The equality of r 

and A parameters for helicity flip and nonflip amplitudes implies that the 

impact parameter representations of these two amplitudes are similar, at least 

in the peripheral region b ,> l/2 fm. (14,331 

(ii) The coupling constants obtained for the Kp charge exchange reactions 

were in good agreement with SU(3) predictions: 04) 

*(K-p --f ?'n) = - &&-P -+ non) + ,/m(rr-p + Ton) 

A(K+n -+ K'p) = +&(II-P + z"n> +,/?$ *(C-I? -+ Ton) 

Points (i) and (ii) are consistent therefore with strong exchange 

degeneracy for the amplitudes in the Kp charge exchange reaction. 

(b) Strangeness Exchange Reactions 

The channels that we study are the pairs of s-u crossed reactions given 

in Eqns. 1 and 2. The data(14-16) show the following trends for the cross 

sections and the forward slopes of the differential cross section, B: 

a(ti --+ 7cY) > a(fiN -+ KY) 

B(rrN + KY) > B(ti -+ nY) 

where Y represents either C or A'. Barloutaud's recent compilation of cross 

- sec-tions(16) , Fig. 17, suggests that the above inequality holds for all momen- 

tum values measured, PUB <, 15 GeV/c. 

Assuming the domination of reactions (1) and (2) by K* and K** t channel 

Regge exchanges, simple Regge-pole models with exchange degenerate trajectories 

predict: 

---, nY) = &N --f KY) (19) 

in disagreement with the data, see fig. 17. Alternatively, our formulation of 
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the DAM, Eqn. 17, suggests that the forward differential cross sections may 

be equal: 

($) 
0 
(61 -+ ZY) = ($1 (fin --+ KY) 

0 
(20) 

but that absorption can alter the amplitudes for t#O, resulting in: 

B(& -+ fly) fi B(zN + KY). 

The data for the forward differential cross sections and slopes for the 

A0 channels are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively. The forward cross 

sections are consistent with equality; the slopes are observed to be substan- 

tially different, however. 

To see whether the slopes of the crossed reactions do tend toward 

equality at high energy we can try to estimate the slopes from the total 

cross section data. Assuming equal forward cross sections, Eqn, 20, and 

exponential differential cross sections for reactions (1) and (2), see Fig. 

20, yields the relation: 

Barloutaud's compilation, Fig. 17, suggests therefore that the forward slopes 

in .A0 production are not rapidly becoming equal at higher energies. As a 

result the Regge shrinkage predictions in Fig. 19 may provide a good estimate 

for the forward slopes of these reactions above the energies of existing 

measurements. (34) 

The polarization data for the C reactions are shown in Fig. 21. No 

strong momentum dependence is observed in these data, suggesting again that 

the Regge factor (s/so) a(t) is the dominant energy dependence in the Regge 

exchange amplitudes. 

Duality diagrams (35) suggest that the scattering amplitudes should be 

purely real in the k!J + flty channel, and the polarization zero. This result 

is not required by duality, however, since neither reaction (1) or (2) has an 
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exotic s channel. On examining the data, w+) Fig. 21, we find a substantial 

polarization in the ?& 4 fiY channel in disagreement with the predictions of 

duality diagrams. 

The peripheral and nonperipheral points of view introduced in Sect. 2 

now make a return appearance in the analysis of the A0 and C polarization 

data. Noting that helicity flip amplitudes are "indistinguishable" between 

peripheral and simple Regge models, Barger and Martin (36) suggest that the 

predictions of duality diagrams may only apply to these amplitudes. In this 

case the polarization,y, for the reactions &J -+ nY is given by: 

In the DAM, with equal radii of interactions for vector and tensor exchanges, 

this reduces to: 

8% J,( r -1 Re Rtixl 

which has (at least) the -t w 0.2 GeV2 zero from the Bessel function. This 

disagrees with the 6 -+ rtY data w-4 , see Fig. 21. Alternatively, if K* and KS* 

amplitudes have significantly different interaction radii (36 > a solution 

can be found that satisfies Eqn. 21. 

In the DAM a solution exists if K* and K** amplitudes in reactions 1 and 

2 fail to satisfy strong EXD. (14) This latter result is in contrast, however, 

with the DAM analysis of K!X charge exchange which yields p andA amplitudes 

consistent with strong EXD. 

In summary, the nonperipheralists would suggest that at present energies 

the s-channel helicity nonflip amplitudes do not satisfy strong EXD. Ihis 

implies, however, that the amplitudes in K+n charge exchange have imaginary 

parts despite the fact that the s-channel for this reaction is exotic. 
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Alternatively, the peripheralists are consistent with duality, but must 

break SlJ(3) between the p and A2 trajectories, and between the KS and K** 

trajectories: For additional discussion see ref. 14. 

4. Summary 

From the review of amplitude analyses we find that helicity flip ampli- 

tudes for both vector and tensor exchanges are consistent with being Reggelike. 

In this instance both Regge and geometrical-optical models give similar pre- 

dictions for the imaginary part of the amplitude. Which interpretation 

provides the more fundamental understanding is a matter of opinion, however. 

For helicity nonflip amplitudes the situation is more confused. The imaginary 

parts of the crossing odd amplitudes are consistent with being peripheral, 

but for the even amplitudes the analyses are in conflict. The real part of 

these amplitudes are generally unknown. 

Assuming the DAM is qualitatively correct, we then find a consistent 

description of p and A2 exchange data that suggests that duality and EXD 

are to be applied to peripheral Regge exchange amplitudes. K* and K** ampli- 

tudes are determined from an analysis of A0 and C data, and are found to be 

similar to the better understood p and A2 amplitudes. The contribution of 

the K* and K** amplitudes disagrees with SU(3) predictions, however. 

The data compilation of A and C data suggests that the s-u crossed 

reactions have equal forward differential cross sections, but that the slopes 

of the forward differential cross sections differ for the present range of 

experimental data, 3 ,< PUB ,< 15 GeV/c. 
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Figures 

1. Differential Cross Sections at 5 GeV/c for .Xp --+ Xp and ?p --f xp from ref. 5. 

2. Differential cross sections for K"p -+ Q"p and E"p -+ $)p in the momentum 

interval 4 5 PUB _ < 12 GeV/c from ref. 18. 

3. Separation of the imaginary part of the s-channel helicity nonflip ampli- 

tude as given in Eqn. (5). The analysis is at 5 GeV/c from ref. 4. 

4. Legendre coefficients, see ref. 4, for the amplitude shown in Fig. 3. 

5. Separation of the real part of the s-channel helicity flip amplitude as 

given in Eqn. (9). The analysis is at 2.74 GeV/c from ref. 13. 

6. Slope of the pomeron amplitude as a function of s determined from 

fl'p elastic scattering data in ref. 8. The shaded region corresponds 

to the experimental slopes for the K+p elastic scattering data. 

7+ (a) The "interaction radius" for f" exchange as a function of s deter- 

mined from nip data in ref. 8, see Eqn. (13). 

(b) The slope parameter for f" amplitude as a function of s. 

8. Compilation of forward slopes for pp elastic scattering as a function of 

s from ref. 20. 

9. (a) Slope parameter for f" amp$itude as a function of s determined from 

YP -+ o"p data in ref. 9, see Eqn. (15). 

(b) Slope of the pomeron amplitude as a function of s. The dashed line 

represents the results of Davier, (8) see Fig. 6. The shaded region 

estimates the slope of the pomeron from yp + #)p data of Ritson, 

Prepost et al(12) as discussed in the caption for Fig. 10. -- 

10. (a ,) Experimental results for yp -+ +p differential cross section at 12 

GeV from ref. 12. The range of slopes corresponding to the dashed 

and solid curves are shown in Fig. 9. 

(b) Same data as in (a) but showing also Cornell and DESY results (ref. 21). 
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11. Differential cross section at -t = 0.6 GeV* as a function of s for 

yp --f #p from ref. 12. 

12. f" and pomeron residues evaluated from ~r'p elastic 

assuming energy independent rates of shrinkage for 

scattering data 

the pomeron between 

c$,=O and CIb=l.O GeV -2 . The analysis is from ref. 11. 

13. Location of the first zeros in the contribution of prominent resonances 

to the s-channel helicity nonflip, fst, and helicity flip, f+-, ampli- 

tudes from ref. 13. 

14. Comparison of the DAM results to the differential cross section data for 

(a) fir-p -+ 7c"n and (b) n-p -+ van from ref. 14. 

15. Comparison of the DAM results to the polarization data for (a) ?r-p + non 

and (b) n-p -+ vOn in the momentum interval 3.6 - 18.2 GeV/c from ref. 14. 

16. S-channel helicity amplitudes evaluated at 6 GeV/c from DAM comparison 

to the data for (a) n-p -+ rc'n and (b) ~-p --f Ton from ref. 14. The 

solid (open) points in (a) are from the analysis of Halzen and Michael 

(ref. 3) for the real (imaginary) parts of the s-channel amplitudes. 

17. Compilation of cross sections for (a) EN -+ fin and rrN --f KA and (b) 

6 -+ TCZ and IIN + Kc channels from ref. 16. The curves on these data 

are not meant to be fits, but correspond to CX eff(0) - 0.25. 

18. Differential cross section extrapolated to t=O for JON 4 Kn" and EN --+ &Jo. 

!The curve is the DAM comparison to the data from ref. 14. 

19. Slopes for the forward differential cross sections for IIN -+ KA" and 6 -+ RA'. 

The curves are the comparison of the DAM to the data for theoretical slopes 

calculated in the momentum transfer intervals: A(0 _< 4 5 0.3 GeV'); 

and B(O.l 5 -t _< 0.4 GeV2) from ref. 14. The K-p + noA data at 14.3 

GeV/c (*) comes from ref. 34. 
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20. Comparison of differential cross sections at w 4 GeV/c for (a) K-p --f J(-X' 

and ~'p --f K+C'. The solid (dashed) curves, denoted (I), are the compari- 

son of the DAM to the data in the ~r+p (K-p) channels respectively. 

(b) K-p -+ noA and up + K"Ao. The solid and dashed curves represent 

two different DAM comparisons to the data. The analysis is from ref. 14. 

21. Polarization for the reactions (a) rr+p --f K+C+ in the momentum interval 

3-14 GeV/c, and (b) K-p + ,r-C' at 3.95 GeV/c. The solid and dashed 

curves represent two different DAM comparisons to the data. The analysis 

is from ref. 14. 
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